
SGPS General P&C meeting Tuesday 12th February 2019 
 
Meeting Commenced: 7:32pm 
 

1. WELCOME 
 
A short welcome was made by David Cox. 
  

2. ATTENDEES 
 
David Cox, Maggie Guthrie, Peggy Lee, Leslie Franks, Usha Rana, Suj Rana, Monique Mitchell, Greg McLaren, 
Helen Crowther, Majella Miller, Gillian Jovanovic, Sheryl Naylor, Katie Pike, Tym Richardson, Belinda Mason, 
Joanne Sikorski, Kim Miller, Peter Payne, Nicole Wheeler, Lesley Soper, Elizabeth Tye, Cathie Barclay 
 

3. APOLOGIES 
 
Jodie McBride Kirby, Gill Appave, Ryan Thomas, Jonathan Bradford 
 

4. PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
Minutes of most recent General P&C meeting on 13 November 2018 have been sent electronically with 
Agenda for meeting.  
 
Motion 
To accept the Minutes of the SGPS P&C General Meeting dated 13th November 2018 as a true and accurate 
reflection of the meeting 
 
Motion proposed by: Kim Miller 
2nd by: Tym Richardson 
Passed by general consensus. 

 
5. CALL FOR NEW BUSINESS 

 
• Classroom Bag Storage 
• Technology Update  
• Future Focused Learning for 2019 
• Playground Update/Funding  
• Student Assistance Guidelines  

 
6. CORRESPONDENCE 

 
• Correspondence for February 2018 tabled.  
 

7. STANDING REPORTS 
 

• Principals Report 
 
Welcome to All 
I welcome all in attendance tonight, especially parents attending their first Samuel Gilbert P&C meeting.   
 
Developing Future Focus Learning Options 
Strategic Direction 1 in our 2018-2020 School Plan is to generate ‘Engaged and Confident Learners’ and 
as school leaders we ‘will build capacity and provide support and modelling of future–focused teaching 
and learning’.  
To assist in facilitating the abovementioned goal the school has invested and continues to invest in a 
range of technology tools, interactive classroom boards, iPads, laptops and desktop computers. After a 
convincing demonstration from my previous school and professional research from several teachers we 



are purchasing the larger third generation robotics kit, Lego Mindstorm EV3, Dash & Dot and Bee-Bot 
Packs. The school currently has a 3D printer on loan from the Department of Education. 
Thanks to the school’s innovative learning project, we have purchased non-traditional classroom 
furniture. The school executive and other teachers were asked to express their vision for alternative 
furniture to assist to improve student learning outcomes. This is extended to inside our directly outside 
their classroom. 
In recent years, the most significant change in relation to future-focussed learning is found with the 
teaching and learning of mandatory curriculum. Staff have experienced professional learning and 
transferred that training into their classroom program with further interest in inquiry based learning, 
problem solving and critical thinking learning opportunities for our students. Thank you to all teachers 
and parents for being open minded to a variety of ways we can enhance student learning outcomes. 
 
Parent and Teacher Meetings 
Parent and teacher meetings are scheduled for Weeks 9, 10 and 11 of this term (for most of the grades). 
This meeting is a two way meeting for the sharing of information from not only the teacher but parents 
too. It is still early in the year but the meeting should reveal information and direction which will benefit 
your child’s learning progress for the remainder of 2019. 
  
Welcome To Samuel Gilbert PS Barbeque  
This Friday, 15 February, the P&C and staff will be hosting our annual 'Welcome to School BBQ' to 
welcome all kindergarten families. It will commence at 4pm and there will be a free sausage sizzle as 
well as refreshments. It will be a fun-filled way to start the day and will provide a fabulous opportunity 
for you to meet other families in the school. An invitation has been sent to new families and 
kindergarten families. 
On behalf of the students and staff, I thank the P&C for your support of the school. Special mention is 
extended to the uniform shop, catering for the term 1 rush; the canteen for providing the refreshments 
for students to have relief from the heat; and OOSH for supporting families both before and after school. 
 
Student Supervision 
Teachers will be commencing the morning playground duty from 8.20am (revised time) each school 
morning. Our school experiences an issue with children arriving at the school grounds prior to the 
before-school supervision roster commencing. This practice poses a potential risk to students. While it is 
appreciated that many families have two working parents and may find it difficult to delay their 
departure for work until the school's supervision begins, we strongly remind parents of school 
supervision starts from 8.20am. We are working though issues of buses (3004 & 3062) arriving before 
staff supervision. 
 
Greg McLaren  
Principal 
 

• Presidents Report 
There are a number of P&C initiatives this year that we are working on to benefit our school alongside the  
school executive. With the building plans at this stage scheduled to commence this year we are working to  
be careful about investing in areas that will have a long-term impact for the school. 
Last year there was a lot of systems and processes work undertaken to build up our operations base to 
better serve the school. The P&C has certain compliance obligations just like any other organisation and we 
will continue to build on last year’s efforts to make the most of this work.  

Tears and Cheers 

It was great to see some existing families and meet with some new families who had children starting their 
first day at Samuel Gilbert. It was nice to be able to spend some time with parents and carers in the Library 
afterwards. 

Kindy BBQ 

The Kindy BBQ will be on this Friday evening to welcome the new families and kids to the school. This is a 
long held tradition in the school and a moment to stop and take a breath with the new start to the year 



being 2 weeks in for families. We look forward to serving our Kindy families and meeting some new people 
and kids in the process. 

A suggestion was made to include Y1 and Y2 at the welcome BBQ as families are still getting to know each 
other. To be considered for future years. For this year consider what can be done as an alternative. 

Fun Run 

Katie Pike is again progressing with plans for the Fun Run in March. This event is so looked forward to by the 
school children and will no doubt create another lasting memory for them. Katie is hoping to introduce some 
new elements to keep the event fun and interesting for the children. 

Fete/Main Event  

The P&C has made the decision to run our Great Fete every second year. I take my hat off to past 
coordinators and volunteers in their ability run this as an annual event. The last year that the event ran 
annually was in 2016, the Fete wasn’t run in 2017 however we were able to form a great team of volunteers 
in 2018 and ran a great community day. 

It’s a bit too soon to confirm this year’s main event however we are focussing on an event that still delivers a 
fun time for the kids and families of the school in a different form. 

This alternate event approach is envisaged to build a more sustainable volunteer effort over the time 
parents are at the school and during which they are able to volunteer their time. 

Stay tuned for more news on this year’s event.  

School Property Development 

I will be attending a meeting next week with the project reference group to get an update on the project 
progress. There has been some local media commentary on the project and council have made some change 
requests. Next week’s meeting will provide an opportunity to receive feedback from the project managers 
and architects on this local feedback. 

At this stage there is planned to be some portable movements around April during school holidays where 
the portables that are all located in the lower part of the school will be removed. A combination of new 
portables and relocation of new portables will see the portables moved up onto the edge of the school oval. 

There will be detailed communication regarding these changes made available as soon as the dates are 
concreted. This is of course subject to any delays with the project as a result of any local feedback that 
causes major changes to the project outcome. 

Thanks to Greg, Cathie and Gill who are a part of this process as well as representation from Cherrybrook 
Technology Highs Principal Gary Johnson and Deputy Matt Townsend who attend these meetings to work 
with the project team and key stakeholders. There are a lot of people representing this process in the 
interest of the school and community who are challenging decisions for the benefit of our whole school. 

I will continue to provide updates on this important project as they come to hand. 

NAPLAN, Technology and Future Focussed Learning 

This year there are a number of key areas that the school will need to embrace. The P&C are working with 
the school to understand how these areas will impact students and what ways the P&C can assist the school 
with resources and communication that will be of value to the staff, families and children of the school. 
Some of this will be discussed at tonights meeting. 

Interrelate 

The P&C are pleased to advise that Interrelate will be run again this year. This is a joint initiative between the 
school and the P&C. The night of the 20th of March has been booked in for Stage 2 and Stage 3 which runs as 
2 different sessions. We believe this is a really important opportunity and priority for families which is 



delivered in such a healthy way. More information will be made available however please follow the below 
link on the program. 

https://www.interrelate.org.au/programs-services/schools  

Uniform Shop Air Conditioning 

I am pleased to advise that we have been able to replace the failed Air Conditioning unit in the uniform shop. 
The uniform shop are working through a number of updates and operational improvements. I am thankful to 
the leadership of Tym Richardson, Kim Miller, Jonathan Bradford, Lisa Parsons and Uniform Shop Coordinator 
– Sheryl Naylor. All of these people are working for the benefit of our school community and they are to be 
commended in their respective efforts. 

Discussion regarding the Kindy BBQ being extended to incorporate new families that across other grades.  

Treasurer’s Report 
The balance sheet and P&L are below.  

• With Xmas holidays, the P&C’s financial position has not materially changed since last November’s AGM 
• work to date this year has focussed on the transition to the new office bearers and assisting the 

incoming band treasurer    
• the intention this year is to spend less time on the Treasurer’s report but will still submit the P&L and 

balance sheet reports from Xero every month on a self-read basis  
• a more detailed Treasurer’s report will be provided quarterly or when there is a material issue to be 

discussed.  
 

                     
SGPS P&C Balance 

Sheet February 2019.p
SGPS P&C P&L 

2019.pdf  
 

• GST Tax Treatment  
(Katie Pike): As we grow as a school we need to consider the GST tax treatment. There is a threshold where 
we don’t have to register for GST. We are currently looking at the historic revenue to look at the GST 
revenue. More discussion needs to be had once further research has been undertaken.  
Peter thanked Katie for her effort and time in looking at the GST.  

 
8. SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS 
 

• Band Report 
(Helen Crowther) 
Band has started this week. Instruments have been distributed and it is unlikely any new instruments will 
need to be purchased given the investments made last year. A New band conductor has been employed 
on a trial basis for terms one and two for Performance Band. Mr Sandeman is taking over Training and 
Concert band. There are 37 new training band members. A meeting will be held shortly to discuss term 
fees and band camp fees (to be invoiced week 5). The intention is that the new band accounts with 
Westpac will be ready in time for  invoicing in week 5 . Band camp will be first week of Term 2. The first 
Band Workshop is scheduled for 5 April. Training Band will be performing this term as well. The NSW Police 
Band is booked to visit in Term 2 (June).  

• Canteen Report  
 

Welcome to a new school year. We hope everyone had a lovely break.  
The canteen still has a few vacancies for volunteers, Monday’s seem to be particularly sparse of help. We will 
continue to source volunteers for these times.  

  
There has been a menu revision due to new products and some price increases. The new Georgie Baker 
yoghurt is now on sale for $2 a pot and comes in mango, strawberry, chocolate and vanilla and all are gluten 
free with the chocolate being also dairy free.  

 

https://www.interrelate.org.au/programs-services/schools


We will continue to encourage the school community when making purchases at the IGA to use the schools 
points account so we can continue to keep the prices low.     
Brian Vumbacca of Pumpkin Head continues to support the canteen by donating fresh produce of which we 
are very grateful.  
 
The canteen is transitioning to Healthy Canteen regime. Our canteen meets the criteria overall. Anyone with 
suggestions about healthy snack ideas, please let the Canteen know. Also if anyone wants to help with 
Harmony Day menu ideas, please let the Canteen know.   
 
David also thanked the Canteen and the committee for all their effort on behalf of the school community to 
not only meet the new standards but to exceed them.  

 
• Uniform Report 

(Sheryl Naylor) 
Sub-Committee meeting for Term 1 was held on 8/02/19. This sub-committee is providing me with a great 
deal of support and is greatly appreciated. Thank you Tym, Kim, Lisa, David and Jonathan. 
 
Lost Property re RAGTAG’D  
. Lost property continues to be a huge problem. Thank you to Natalie Thomas for assisting with the 
washing and returning of lost property to be sold for second hand items. Cathie to investigate the hat 
situation and whether we can wash and use for emergencies. Cathie will also get student help to return 
the current pile of lost property items to students. 
. “Spartan School Supplies” are getting back to me about whether the 3 month free trial is still available 
this year, proposed for Term 2. 
If so, they will provide the following free of charge: the cupboard, educational material for parents, signs 
to display around the school, tags, a seamstress for 2 days to sew tags into our stock [jackets] and into 
current jackets the children own. 

 
WHS  
. Air conditioner was finally replaced last Friday, and the staff and parents will be relieved. The weather in 
the first two weeks was unbearable. 
. The vinyl flooring was becoming dangerous and the GA has replaced the tape as requested. 
. We still have a hole in the front verandah and wonder if there might be a simple solution.  
. We still have issues with the shelving as the clips that hold the shelves come out very easily. We are 
looking into an inexpensive alternative. 
 
New Stock Items 
PSSA socks: 
. These will be advertised through school social media and newsletters. Noted that whilst these are not 
compulsory, PSSA students are encouraged to purchase. 
Baseball caps: 
. Sales have started on the new baseball caps and once the advertising is in place I am sure they will be 
popular. Only for students in Years 3-6 to wear on a Friday only.  
Loan Blazers for Public Speaking Events: 
. After reviewing the quotes that came in at $200 plus per blazer, it was decided to investigate the cost of 
purchasing some navy blazers from ”Lowes” and getting them embroidered. Cost $70 may be less 
dependent on numbers. Embroidery extra. 
. “Lowes” only carry boys blazers in an indigo colour. There is a false pocket so the price of embroidery 
would not need to include removal and replacement. Further conversation needed.  
Cotton jumpers: 
. I now have a sample of the lemon embroidery for the suggested polycotton blend jumpers. Pricing should 
be around $60 mark.  
Winter tunic suggestion: 
. A winter tunic for the Stage 1 [K-2] girls has been suggested, as the buttons on the current skirt are 
difficult to manage for the young ones, and parents have expressed the need for a warmer garment.  
. This sample will be on display in the Uniform Shop for the next 2 weeks [and office?], as well as photos 
on social media. Followed by a parent survey. 



. Table this suggestion for approval by the P&C based on survey results. 

. Pricing looks to be around $60.00. Current skirt is selling at $64.00. 
 
There was concern that the blazer would not be suitable for boys to wear over a polo shirt so further 
options need to be considered 
 
Query raised about the style of shirt worn by the boys. It was noted that the change was made from a 
button shirt to a polo shirt in about 2012 following extensive review and consultation. Concern was raised 
that the current polo is hot. The Uniform Committee to continue discussing this query and perhaps look 
at a change of fabric.  
 
The next steps in relation to the jumper is to seek feedback from the community. Considerations are the 
price point and durability. Lead time would be about 2-3 weeks (time taken to embroider given standard 
jumper is held in stock)  The previous woolen jumper was not re-stocked because demand was not as 
great given that the jackets were being more favoured (possibly because they were cheaper). There is still 
1 box of woolen jumpers held in stock. The jumper is part of the current uniform policy.The Uniform sub-
committee is authorized to make a decision in relation to the polycotton jumper based on the price and 
durability following a wash test.  
 
A sample tunic was discussed for girls K-2. The implementation of a tunic would require a whole new P&C 
uniform review. Mr McLaren noted that there is a new uniform policy review to be undertaken state-wide 
and that it was best to do as part of this review. Mr McLaren invited any parent whose child is 
uncomfortable with the current uniform to speak with him. Mr McLaren will investigate the current status 
of the state policy review. The track pants, sports shirts and polos are being considered by the Uniform 
Shop.   
 
Question was raised re standard sizing. This is currently being reviewed by the Uniform Shop Committee 
as part of a broader supplier review. 
 
Back Orders 
We are currently waiting on deliveries for Girls lemon socks, Boys navy socks, size 6 sports shirts and size 
10 short sleeve polos. 
 
Munch Monitor and Flexischools 
Kim & David have been investigating experiences of other schools. We still need to find a point of sale 
solution for the uniform shop. Further research is being undertaken.  

 
A reminder that Doctor Shoe is available in the Uniform shop. The order form is available in the uniform 
shop. A 10% donation is made to the P&C from all purchases.  
 
Uniform Shop deliveries: Consideration needs to be given to the method of delivery of orders to ensure 
safe delivery home with minimal disruption to the class teacher. It may be possible to limit the delivery 
days to Monday and Wednesday each week for online orders. The school to consider appropriate 
delivery methods.  
 

• Building Report 
David and Greg indicated that there has been no further meeting since the end of last year. There should 
be a more detailed update at the next meeting.  

 
9. BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETING 

 
(i) Science Room 

This is still an open issue. There is no current buyer at present and there will be more discussion at 
the Project Reference Group and with the Department. Mr McLaren indicated that we will be losing 
6 portables and 2 will be relocated. The science room is not one of them. A further update should be 
provided at the next P&C Meeting.  
 



 
 
 

 
10. GENERAL BUSINESS 

 
• 2019 Class Parent Welcome: Once the CP is determined there should be a welcome morning tea next 

Wednesday 20th February. More information to follow from the School/P&C.  
• Kindy Welcome BBQ: Friday 15 February 2019 
• Fun Run 2019 (Katie Pike): Wednesday 20th March. Colour run will be years 3-6. Year 5&6 will do two 

laps and years 3&4 will undertake one lap. K-2 mufti will be super hero themed. Blake Eastwood (school 
parent) from Vision Personal Training is confirmed. A class prize be presented for the class with the 
highest average amount fundraised. This replaces the individual fundraising prizes. The winning class will 
have a BBQ (30min before lunch) and slushies sometime following the event. To get prizes it will be 
compulsory to register online. Parents can still raise funds in cash and then put on the information 
online. Online donations are also available. Katie is currently working on the inflatables and getting the 
notes ready to go out. Year 2 to be the helpers on the day. Fundraising will be towards technology and 
playground. Cathie to check with Council re grounds 

• NAPLAN Update (Mr McLaren): Deputy Principals (Cathie Barclay and Gill Appave) and Stage 2 & 3 
Assistant Principals (Lauren Rodi and Eileen Tudor)  are going to a course next week regarding online 
Naplan. A lot of hiccups to transition to online testing. School need to clarify if all tests will be online 
(writing maybe not?). Noted that online test is adaptive – questions modify according to response for 
first few questions. There is a two week delivery window to do Naplan. So it will be rolled out to cater for 
access to technology. SGPS looking at the PacTest option as well. Additional laptops to be purchased to 
allow for 1-1 ratio for Y5 (currently 5T/5W have 1-2). Y3 will use the Y5 laptops. The school to review 
typing skills. The P&C are willing to support the school as needed to ensure that the children have access 
to technology and the necessary skills to ensure that the students are not disadvantaged. 

• P&C Rules/Policy Update (Kim): It has been a while since we have updated the Rules. The P&C 
Federation have a number of policies. A review of our P&C Rules is necessary to incorporate the P&C 
Federation recommendations. Draft documents have been prepared and are in circulation with the 
Executive. The proposed new Rules will need to be put to the P&C to be voted on with one month’s 
notice to review and provide feedback before a vote at the next General Meeting.  

• Create Kids Voucher for Sport/Dance: A question was asked about whether the P&C can register to 
receive the Creative Kids Voucher. Service NSW have advised that it is possible with Band but difficult 
with Dance.  Helen offered to take the issue query back to the Band subcommittee for consideration.  

• Save the Date Calendar available now on the P&C website and hard copies have been shared at Meet 
the Teacher sessions.  

 
11. New Business 

 
• Classroom Bag Storage: A request for the portables down the bottom of the school to provide for 

suitable storage for bags. Cathie reported that racks have been ordered and will be installed against the 
brick walls (back of library) with sufficient capacity for 6 classes. The racks can be portable so once 
classrooms are relocated, the racks can be moved also. In the meantime there will be a check to make 
sure drink bottles and lunchboxes are coming into the classroom in hot weather. Fruit break is already 
brought into the classroom at the start of day. 

• Technology Update: addressed by Principals Report 
• Future Focused Learning for 2019: see Principals Report  
• Playground Update/Funding: design work is currently being undertaken to explore areas behind the 

Kindergarten building for an outdoor playground. The P&C to continue to work with the school. The 
OOSH is offering to make a substantial upgrade to the playground between OOSH and the oval. Further 
investigation to be undertaken.  

• Student Assistance Guidelines: Mr McLaren tabled new Student Assistance Guidelines. These guidelines 
are a framework for providing support to students attending NSW government schools. The P&C are 
invited to consider the guidelines and to vote on them at the next meeting. The P&C may consider 
donating extra funds to ensure that families have access to financial assistance in circumstances of 



hardship. Peter also suggested that consideration be given for funds to be provided to the school to 
cover cases of exceptional circumstances or for the P&C to match the funds provided by the School. 
Katie and Peter to explore options and feed back to Greg McLaren. 

 
Motions:  
• The P&C are on notice that a Motion will be proposed at the next meeting to vote on the 

implementation of the proposed Student Assistance Guidelines proposed by Mr McLaren.  
 

12. Close of Meeting  
 
9:39pm 

 

Next meeting: Tuesday 12 March at 7:30pm in the Staff Room  

 


